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billion, ten times its value of  just two years ago. What we’re 
witnessing is a new breed of  organization that is scaling and 
generating value at a pace never before seen in business. The 
chart below shows the accelerating metabolism of  the economy.

market cap to a Billion

Welcome to the new world of  the Exponential Organization, or 
ExO. It is a place where, as with Kodak, neither age nor size 
nor reputation nor even current sales guarantee that you will be 
around tomorrow. On the other hand, it is also a place where 
if  you can build an organization that is sufficiently scalable, 
fast moving and smart, you may enjoy success—exponential 
success—to a degree never before possible. And all with a 
minimum of  resources and time.

We have entered the age of  the billion-dollar startup and 
soon, the trillion-dollar corporation, where the best companies 
and institutions will be moving at seemingly light speed. If  you 
haven’t transitioned into an Exponential Organization as well, 
it will not only seem as though your competition is racing away 
from you, but also, like Kodak, that you are sliding backwards at 
breakneck speed into oblivion.

In 2011, Babson’s Olin Graduate School of  Business 
predicted that in ten years, 40 percent of  existing Fortune 500 
Companies would no longer survive. Richard Foster of  Yale 
University estimates that the average lifespan of  an S&P 500 
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Kurzweil’s Law of  Accelerating Returns and Moore’s Law 
long ago broke from the confines of  semiconductors and have 
utterly transformed human society over the last fifty years. 
Now, Exponential Organizations, the latest embodiment of  
acceleration in human culture and enterprise, are overhauling 
commerce and other aspects of  modern life, and at a scorching 
pace that will quickly leave the old world of  “linear organizations” 
far behind. Those enterprises that don’t jump aboard soon will 
be left on the ash heap of  history, joining Iridium, Kodak, 
Polaroid, Philco, Blockbuster, Nokia and a host of  other once-
great, industry-dominant corporations unable to adapt to rapid 
technological change.

In the pages ahead, we will outline the key internal and external 
attributes of  an Exponential Organization, including its design 
(or lack thereof), lines of  communication, decision-making 
protocol, information infrastructure, management, philosophy 
and life cycle. We will explore how an ExO differs in terms 
of  strategy, structure, culture, processes, operations, systems, 
people and key performance indicators. We will also discuss the 
crucial importance of  a company having what we call a Massive 
Transformative Purpose (a term we will define in depth). We 
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4. Business analysis
5. Beta and market testing
6. Technical implementation
7. Commercialization
8. New product pricing

So codified is this process into the DNA of  modern business 
there is even a designated industry association for it, called the 
Product Development and Management Association (PDMA).

You might think that while this old-fashioned linear 
approach is still widespread among mature industries, it has 
long been abandoned in the world of  hot new technologies. You 
would be wrong. The linear process remains pervasive across 
the world economy, taking on different names in its different 
iterations. In software, for example, it’s been called the waterfall 
approach. And while new development methods, like Agile, have 
cropped up to short-circuit this approach and parallelize some 
of  the steps, the basic paradigm is still linear and incremental. 
Whether you are making locomotives or iPhone apps, linear 
product development remains the predominant name of  
the game. See the diagram below, noting that this works when 
both problem and desired solution are precisely known

traditional Product development
TRADITIONAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

REQUIREMENTS

W AT E R FA L L

P RO B L E M:  K N O W N S O L U T I O N:  K N O W N

DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

VERIFIC ATION

MAINTENANCE
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older structures, a feat that will empower them to grow faster—
shockingly faster—than their linear counterparts, and then 
accelerate from there.

It’s hard to pin down exactly when this new organizational 
form emerged. Various aspects of  ExOs have been around for 
decades, but it is only over the last few years that they have really 
started to matter. If  we had to pick an official ExO origin date, 
it would be March 2006, when Amazon launched Amazon Web 
Services and created the low-cost “Cloud” for medium and 
small businesses. From that date on, the cost of  running a data 
center moved from a fixed CAPEX (Capital Expenditure) cost 
to a variable cost. Today, it is almost impossible to find a single 
startup that doesn’t use AWS.

We have even found a simple metric that helps to identify 
and distinguish emerging Exponential Organizations: a minimum 
10x improvement in output over four to five years.

The following shows some ExOs and their minimum 10x 
performance inprovement over their peers:

airbnb 
Hotels

90x more listings per employee

Github 
Software

109x more repositories per 
employee

local motors 
Automotive

1000x cheaper to produce new car 
model, 5-22x faster process for a car 
to produce (depending on vehicle)

Quirky 
Consumer Goods

10x faster product development (29 
days vs 300 days)

Google ventures 
Investments

2.5x more investments in early 
stage startups, 10x faster through 
design process

valve 
Gaming

30x more market cap per employee

tesla 
Automotive

30x more market cap per employee

tangerine (formerly 
inG direct canada) 
Banking

7x more customers per employee, 
4x more deposits per customer
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airbnb

Similarly, Uber, the Airbnb of  cars—Uber converts private 
automobiles into taxis—has been valued at $17 billion. Like 
Airbnb, Uber has no assets, no workforce (to speak of) and is 
also growing exponentially.

If  you don’t find these valuations sufficiently eye-opening, 
go back and read them again—this time reminding yourself  that 
each of  these Exponential Organizations is fewer than six years old.

As we saw with Waze in Chapter Two, there are two 
fundamental drivers that enable ExOs to achieve this level of  
scalability. The first is that some aspect of  the company’s product 
has been information-enabled and thus, following Moore’s Law, 
can take on the doubling characteristics of  information growth.

The second is that, thanks to the fact that information is 
essentially liquid, major business functions can be transferred 
outside of  the organization—to users, fans, partners or the 
general public. (We’ll revisit this concept later.)

Let’s now examine the major characteristics of  Exponential 
Organizations. Based on our research—which includes the top 
one hundred fastest growing startups worldwide over the last six 
years—we have identified common traits across all ExOs. They 
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include a Massive Transformative Purpose (MTP), as well as ten other 
attributes that reflect the internal mechanisms and externalities 
they’re leveraging to achieve exponential growth. We use the 
acronym SCALE to reflect the five external attributes, and the 
acronym IDEAS for the five internal attributes. Not every ExO 
has all ten attributes but the more it has, the more scalable it 
tends to be. Our research indicates that a minimum of  four 
implemented attributes will achieve the ExO label and have you 
accelerate away from your competition.

In this chapter we will look at the Massive Transformative 
Purpose and the five external attributes that comprise SCALE. 
In the next chapter we will investigate the five internal attributes 
that make up IDEAS. A good metaphor we will use to frame 
ExO attributes is the two hemispheres of  the brain. The right 
brain manages growth, creativity and uncertainty, while the left 
brain focuses on order, control and stability.

M T P
MASSIVE TRANSORMATIVE PURPOSE

• Order

Left Brain

• Control
• Stability

• Creativity

Right Brain

• Growth
• Uncertainty

Interfaces

Dashboards

Experimentation

Autonomy

Social

Staff on Demand

Community & Crowd

Algorithms

Leveraged Assets

Engagement

maSSive tranSFormative 
PurPoSe (mtP)
Exponential Organizations, almost by definition, think BIG. 
There’s a good reason for that: if  a company thinks small, it 
is unlikely to pursue a business strategy that will achieve rapid 
growth. Even if  the company somehow manages to achieve an 
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and live up to their tenets. In fact, we expect to see individuals 
coming up with their own MTPs, which will juxtapose, overlap 
and symbiotically exist with the organization’s MTP.

According to the United Nations, extreme poverty has 
decreased 80 percent over the last thirty years, including among 
a majority of  the five billion people who will be online by 2020. 
We predict they’ll all be climbing Maslow’s Hierarchy of  Needs 
in search of  Self-Actualization. (And isn’t that just a complicated 
way of  describing an MTP?)

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Enables coherent 
exponential growth

• Binds collective 
aspirations

• Attracts top talent across 
the ecosystem

• Supports a cooperative/
non-political culture

• Enables agility and 
learning

• Must be unique
• Leaders must walk the 

walk
• Must support all three 

letters in acronym

Now that we understand the meaning and purpose of  the 
Massive Transformative Purpose, it’s time to look at the five 
external characteristics that define an Exponential Organization, 
for which we use the acronym SCALE:

• Staff  on Demand
• Community & Crowd
• Algorithms
• Leveraged Assets
• Engagement

         StaFF on demand
In a 2012 white paper for the Aspen Institute, 
Michael Chui, a partner at the McKinsey Global 
Institute, described employment theory in the 
20th century as follows:
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why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Enables learning (fresh 
perspectives)

• Allows agility
• Forms stronger bonds 

among core team

• Interfaces to manage 
SoD

• Clear task specifications

        communitY & crowd
Community
Since May 2007, Chris Anderson has been 
building a community called DIY Drones. Now 
almost 55,000 members strong, this community 

has been able to design and build a drone that is very similar to 
the Predator drone used by the U.S. military (in fact, the DIY 
drone features 98 percent of  the Predator’s functionality).

But there’s one major difference: A Predator costs $4 
million. The DIY drone costs just $300.

Granted, a great deal of  that 2 percent difference in performance 
can be attributed to the weapons systems…but still, how is 
this possible?

It’s possible because Anderson has tapped into a large group 
of  passionate enthusiasts who contribute time and expertise. “If  
you build communities and you do things in public,” he says, 
“you don’t have to find the right people, they find you.”

Throughout human history, communities started off  as 
geographically based (tribes), became ideological (e.g., religions) 
and then transitioned into civic administrations (monarchies and 
nation-states). Today, however, the Internet is producing trait-
based communities that share intent, belief, resources, preferences, 
needs, risks and other characteristics, none of  which depend 
on physical proximity. For an organization or enterprise, its 
“community” is made up of  core team members, alumni 
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(former team members), partners, vendors, customers, users 
and fans. The “crowd” can be thought of  as everyone outside 
those core layers.

It is important to note that an Exponential Organization 
interacting with its community is not simply a transaction. True 
community occurs when peer-to-peer engagement occurs. 
The more open the community, though, the more traditional 
and best-practice-oriented the leadership model has to be. As 
Anderson states: “At the top of  every one of  these communities 
is a benevolent dictator.” You need strong leadership to manage 
the community, because although there are no employees, 
people still have responsibilities and need to be held accountable 
for their performances.

Typically, there are three steps to building a community 
around an ExO:

• Use the MTP to attract and engage early members. The 
MTP serves as a gravitational force that attracts 
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additional minds using inexpensive tablets join the two billion 
currently online, Shirky’s trillion hours per year will triple.

As Silicon Valley visionary Bill Joy famously said, “The 
smartest people in the world don’t work for you.” For ExOs, 
their external focus is such that their communities of  hundreds 
and thousands, along with crowds of  millions and, ultimately, 
billions, become extensions of  the companies themselves.

As a result of  both Staff  on Demand and Community & 
Crowd, the core FTEs of  an organization become smaller and its 
flexible workforce larger. As a result, organizations are not only 
much more agile, they are also better at learning and unlearning 
due to the diversity and volume of  a flexible workforce. Ideas 
are also able to circulate much faster.

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Increase loyalty to ExO
• Drives exponential 

growth
• Validates new ideas, and 

learning
• Allows agility and rapid 

implementation
• Amplifies ideation

• MTP
• Engagement
• Authentic and 

transparent leadership
• Low threshold to 

participate
• P2P value creation

        alGorithmS
In 2002, Google’s revenues were less than a half-
billion dollars. Ten years later, its revenues had 
jumped 125x and the company was generating 
a half-billion dollars every three days. At the heart 

of  this staggering growth was the PageRank algorithm, which 
ranks the popularity of  web pages. (Google doesn’t gauge which 
page is better from a human perspective; its algorithms simply 
respond to the pages that deliver the most clicks.)

Google isn’t alone. Today, the world is pretty much run on 
algorithms. From automotive anti-lock braking to Amazon’s 
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flexible than human beings, algorithms are not only the key to 
the future of  business in general, but they are also critical for 
organizations committed to driving exponential growth.

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Allows fully scalable 
products & services

• Leverages connected 
devices and sensors

• Lower error rate 
stabilizes growth

• Easily updated

• Machine or Deep 
Learning techniques

• Cultural acceptance

         leveraGed aSSetS
The notion of  renting, sharing or leveraging 
assets—as opposed to owning them—has taken 
many forms throughout history. In the business 
world, leasing everything from buildings to 

machinery has been used as a common practice to shift assets 
from the balance sheet.

And while not owning assets has been standard practice 
for heavy machinery and non-mission-critical functions (e.g., 
copiers) for decades, recently there’s been an accelerating trend 
towards outsourcing even mission-critical assets. Apple, for 
example, leverages the factories and assembly lines of  Foxconn, 
its manufacturing partner, for key product lines. In the case of  
counterexamples—such as Tesla owning its own factories or 
Amazon owning its own warehouses and local delivery services—
the underlying reason isn’t financial; instead, the driving force is 
the scarcity of  mission-critical resources involved, or that it’s so 
new that it’s now fully fleshed out.

The information age now enables Apple and other 
companies to access physical assets anytime and anywhere, 
rather than requiring that they actually possess them. Technology 
enables organizations to easily share and scale assets not only 
locally, but also globally, and without boundaries.
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of  all kinds, from textbooks to gardening tools to housing—
assets and resources that are abundant and widely available. 
Research conducted by Crowd Companies in April 2014 
highlights the industries in which seventy-seven of  the largest 
organizations in this new economy operate. As shown in the 
chart below, retail, transportation and technology are currently 
the biggest industries.

Non-ownership, then, is the key to owning the future—
except, of  course, when it comes to scarce resources and assets. 
As noted above, Tesla owns its own factories and Amazon its 
own warehouses. When the asset in question is rare or extremely 
scarce, then ownership is a better option. But if  your asset is 
information-based or commoditized at all, then accessing is 
better than possessing.

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Allows scalable products
• Lowers marginal cost of 

supply
• Removes having to 

manage assets
• Increases agility

• Abundance or easily 
available assets

• Interfaces
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why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Increases loyalty
• Amplifies ideation
• Converts crowd to 

community
• Leverages marketing
• Enables play and learning
• Provides digital feedback 

loop with users

• MTP
• Clear, fair and consistent 

rules without conflicts of 
interest

Passion and Purpose. We began this chapter by essentially asking two 
questions: What gives an organization meaning? What compels 
employees, customers and even members of  the general public 
to devote themselves to the success of  that enterprise? These 
questions become even more vital when discussing Exponential 
Organizations, given that their extraordinary rates of  growth, 
combined with a heavy dependence on their communities to 
help them realize their visions, demands a level of  unprecedented 
commitment from a broader set of  stakeholders—individuals who 
traditionally have had only a tenuous connection to the enterprise.

Although such commitment is often found with music 
groups and sports teams, it is seldom seen in the corporate 
world. There are, however, a few corporate rock stars, the most 
famous of  which is Apple. Apple’s army of  millions of  true 
believers, who line up to buy its products, create blogs about the 
company and products, place Apple stickers in the back windows 
of  cars, and vociferously defend the company against heretics 
and apostates, is a paradigmatic example of  a lively, complex and 
powerful corporate community.

Obviously, creating such a community requires a great 
product and a compelling vision. But it also demands a fair 
amount of  time. It took eight years after the introduction of  
the Macintosh for Apple Computer to become a phenomenon, 
and another sixteen years for the company to reach its status 
as a cultural icon.
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interface description internal usage Scale 
attribute

u
b

er Driver 
selection

System to allow users to find and 
choose drivers

Algorithm matches best/closest 
driver to user location

Algorithm

K
ag

g
le

Leaderboard 
rankings

Real-time scoreboard that shows 
the current rankings of a contest

Aggregate and compare results 
of all users in a contest

Engagement

User scanning System to scan for relevant users for 
private contests

Cherry-pick the best users for 
special projects

Community 
& Crowd

Q
ui

rk
y Ratings/

voting
System to vote on each aspect of 
the production cycle

Priorities in the features and 
benefits of new products

Engagement

te
d Video transla-

tion subtitles
Manage translations created by 
volunteers (via the vendor dotsub)

Integrate TED Talks translations 
seamlessly

Community 
& Crowd

lo
ca

l m
o

to
rs

Idea 
submitter

System to allow users to submit 
ideas

Algorithm to process only valid 
or feasible entries

Community 
& Crowd

Competition 
creator

System to create new competitions 
for the community

Algorithms to streamline all 
steps in the competition

Community 
& Crowd

Ratings/
voting

System to vote on each aspect of 
the production cycle

Priorities in the features and 
benefits of new products

Engagement
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G
o

o
g

le
 

v
en

tu
re

s
Employee 
search

Search relevant and targeted skills/
people in Google’s employee 
database

Match GV startups with targeted 
Google skills/employees

Algorithms

Resume 
search

System to search resumes to find 
relevant new hires

Match resumes with specific 
skill sets

Algorithms

w
az

e

GPS 
coordinates

Harvests GPS signal from every user Traffic delays calculated in real 
time

Leveraged 
Assets

User gestures 
while driving

Users spot accidents, police car 
sightings, etc.

Maps display resulting gestures 
for all users

Community 
& Crowd

G
o

o
g

le AdWords User picks keywords to advertise 
against

Google places ads against 
search results

Algorithms

G
it

h
ub Version 

control 
system

Multiple coders updating software 
sequentially and in parallel

Platform keeps all contributions 
in sync

Community 
& Crowd

z
ap

p
o

s Hiring 
process

Incentive competitions Narrows down candidates from 
large pool

Engagement

G
ig

w
al

k Task 
availability

Gigwalk workers receive location-
based, simple tasks when available

Matches task demand with 
supply of Gigwalkers

Staff on 
Demand
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One final way to think about Interfaces is that they help 
manage abundance. While most processes are optimized around 
scarcity and efficiency, SCALE elements generate large result 
sets, meaning Interfaces are geared towards filtering and 
matching. As an example, keep in mind that the Netflix prize 
generated 44,104 entries that needed to be filtered, ranked, 
prioritized and scored.

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Filter external abundance 
into internal value

• Bridge between external 
growth drivers and 
internal stabilizing factors

• Automation allows 
scalability

• Standardized processes 
to enable automation

• Scalable externalities
• Algorithms (in most 

cases)

        daShBoardS
Given the huge amounts of  data from customers 
and employees becoming available, ExOs 
need a new way to measure and manage the 
organization: a real-time, adaptable dashboard 

with all essential company and employee metrics, accessible to 
everyone in the organization.

In the early 1990s, the industry standard for giant retailers such 
as Sears and Kmart was to batch up point-of-sale transactions 
on a daily basis across all tills. A regional hub would then tally the 
results for multiple stores a few days later. Several weeks after 
that, a buyer at the head office would look over the totals and 
determine how many boxes of  Pampers the company needed to 
order for its next bulk purchase.

Walmart blew this model apart—and in the process 
revolutionized retailing—by launching its own geostationary 
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in real time, not least because small mistakes can grow very big 
very fast. Without both functions in place, a company is liable 
to drift back to its earlier focus on “vanity” metrics and lose 
attention or have misguided KPIs for teams. Or both.

As mentioned at the start of  the chapter, tight control 
frameworks are critical to managing hyper growth. Real-
time dashboards and OKRs are key elements of  that 
control framework.

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Track critical growth 
drivers in real time

• OKRs create control 
framework to manage 
fast growth

• Minimize exposure from 
errors because of short 
feedback loops

• Real-time metrics 
tracked, gathered and 
analyzed

• OKRs implemented
• Cultural acceptance by 

employees

         exPerimentation
We define Experimentation as the implement-
ation of  the Lean Startup methodology 
of  testing assumptions and constantly 
experimenting with controlled risks. According 

to Zappos CEO Tony Hsieh, “A great brand or company is a 
story that never stops unfolding.” That is, it is imperative to 
continuously evolve and experiment. Bill Gates takes Hsieh’s 
insight a step further: “Success is a lousy teacher. It seduces 
smart people into thinking they can’t lose.”

In a recent commencement address at Singapore 
Management University, John Seely Brown made the compelling 
point that all corporate architectures are set up to withstand risk 
and change. Furthermore, he said, all corporate planning efforts 
attempt to scale efficiency and predictability, meaning they work 
to create static—or at least controlled-growth—environments 
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that of  a high-end Kmart) to manage the new retail operations. 
With their collective knowledge, the two men prototyped a 
store, then tested and redesigned it based on customer data and 
feedback. Apple kept iterating until it had enough validation 
to roll out its first Apple Store in northern Virginia on May 
15, 2001. Once the concept became successful, Apple scaled 
it aggressively; the company currently has 425 retail stores in 
sixteen countries.

This technique is popularly known as the Lean Startup 
movement, which was created by Eric Ries and Steve Blank and 
is based on Ries’s book of  the same name. The Lean Startup 
philosophy (also known as the Lean Launchpad) is in turn based 
upon Toyota’s “lean manufacturing” principles, first established a 
half-century ago, in which the elimination of  wasteful processes 
is paramount. (Sample principle: “Eliminate all expenses with 
any goal other than the creation of  value for the end customer.”)

lean approach
LEAN APPROACH

I D E A S

M E A S U R E

L E A R N B U I L D

D A T A C O D E

The Lean Startup concept was also given impetus by Steve 
Blank’s book, The Four Steps to the Epiphany, which focuses on 
customer development. (Sample concept: “We don’t know 
what the customer wants until assumptions are validated.”) The 
most important message of  the Lean Startup movement is to 
“Fail fast and fail often, while eliminating waste.” Its approach can 
be summarized as a new, scientific, data-driven, iterative, and 
highly customer-driven approach to practical innovation that is 
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There are some limitations to the Lean Startup approach, 
including lack of  competitor analysis or considerations in design 
thinking. Also, it is important to note that the ability to fail is 
much easier in software and information-based environments 
because iteration is so much easier. For a hardware company, it’s 
much harder to iterate. Apple launches hardware only when it’s 
perfect. You wouldn’t want to iterate and fail fast when building 
a nuclear reactor.

As Nathan Furr and Jeff  Dyer state in their new book, The 
Innovator’s Method: Bringing the Lean Start-up into Your Organization: 
“Don’t try to scale it until you nail it.”

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Keeps processes aligned 
with rapidly changing 
externalities

• Maximizes value capture
• Faster to market (MVP)
• Risk taking provides an 

edge and faster learning

• Measurement and 
tracking of experiments

• Cultural acceptance 
(failure=experience)

         autonomY
We describe Autonomy as self-organizing, multi-
disciplinary teams operating with decentralized 
authority. Valve Software, a game company, is 
a most unusual enterprise. It has 330 staffers 

but no classic management structure, reporting lines, job 
descriptions or regular meetings. Instead, the company hires 
talented, innovative self-starters, who decide which projects they 
wish to join. They are also encouraged to start new projects, so 
long as they fit the company’s MTP. Autonomy is a prerequisite 
for permissionless innovation.

Extreme autonomy—relying on small, independent, multi-
disciplined teams—has worked well for Valve. It has a higher 
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Without Holacracy With Holacracy

Central control and 
authority

Distributed control and 
authority

Predict and plan for long 
term

Dynamic and flexible: 
changes can and are 
constantly occurring

Hierarchic structure OR flat, 
based on consensus

Neither, as everyone is the 
‘highest authority’ in their 
own role and ‘follower’ of 
other roles

Interest oriented Core goal oriented

Tension as a problem Tension as fuel

Reorganization and change 
management

Natural development, 
evolution and movement

Job titles Dynamic roles

Heroic leaders, employees 
and process supervisors

Vital people who fulfill their 
role

Organizing people Organizing work

Instrumental use of human 
relationships to serve 
Organizational goals

Clear separation between 
people, relationships and 
roles

Holacracy is said to increase agility, efficiency, transparency, 
innovation and accountability within an organization. The 
approach encourages individual team members to take initiative 
and gives them a process by which their concerns or ideas can 
be addressed. The system of  distributed authority also reduces 
the burden on leaders to make every decision alone.

Importantly, Autonomy does not imply a lack of  
accountability. As organizational design expert Steve Denning 
explains it: “There are still hierarchies in a network, but 
the hierarchies tend to be competence-based hierarchies, 
relying more on peer accountability than on authority-based 
accountability—that is, accountability to someone who knows 
something, rather than to someone simply because they occupy 
a position, regardless of  competence. It is a change in the role 
of  the manager, not an abolition of  the function.”
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why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Increased agility
• More accountability at 

customer face
• Faster reaction and 

learning times
• Better morale

• MTP (as a gravity well)
• Self-starting employees
• Dashboards

         Social technoloGieS
Social technology is an overused industry buzz 
phrase that has been giving CIOs heartburn 
for the last decade. Regardless, however, it has 
had the effect of  pushing old analog business 

environments to become more digital, low-latency environments. 
Social technologies—whose analog counterpart, of  course, is 
the so-called water cooler effect—create horizontal interactions 
in vertically organized companies.

Social technology is finding fertile ground because the 
workplace has become increasingly digitized. It started with 
email, which provided asynchronous connectivity; next came 
wikis and intranets that provided synchronous information 
sharing; today we have activity streams that provide real-time 
updates throughout organizations. As Marc Andreessen said, 
“Communication is the basis for civilization and will be a 
catalyst and platform in the future for more innovations in many 
industries.” The reason we think this is important is the frame 
that social business expert Theo Priestley puts around it when 
he says, “Transparency is the new currency. Trust is the bill we’ll 
just be paying for.” Priestley’s equation for social business is: 
ConneCtion + engagement + trust + transparenCy.[1]

When it comes to advancing your business, J.P. Rangaswami, 
chief  scientist at Salesforce, views social technology as having 

1 bpmredux.wordpress.com/2012/09/20/the-social-business-
equation-connection-engagement-trust-transparency/
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around the world,” he says. Although Second Life didn’t fully 
meet customer (or investor) expectations and stopped growing 
after a few years, it has remained consistent, with one million 
people online every month and an economy of  $600 million 
in transactions.

To enable a fully immersive virtual world, Rosedale’s new 
High Fidelity platform is leveraging hardware such as Oculus 
Rift, the PrimeSense depth camera and the Leap Motion gesture 
controller. The High Fidelity environment has reduced the time 
lag between gesture and system response to almost the speed of  
human perception, resulting in a truly real-time experience.

Emotional sensing, the last key element of  social 
technology, makes use of  sensors—such as health sensors and 
neurotechnology—within a team or group to create Quantified 
Employees and a Quantified Workforce. Employees will be able to 
measure everything about themselves and their work, preventing 
illness, burnout and irritation, and also improving team flow, 
collaboration and performance. While work in the past was 
mostly focused on the importance of  the Intelligence Quotient 
(IQ), the Emotional Quotient (EQ) and Spiritual Quotient (SQ) 
are now becoming increasingly important metrics as well.

The entire social paradigm presents several critical 
implications for ExOs. Organizational intimacy is increased, 
decision latency is reduced, knowledge improves and is more 
widely spread, and serendipity increases. In short, social 
technologies enable the real-time enterprise.

Finally, the social paradigm also serves as a gravity force, 
keeping the organization tightly connected to its MTP and 
ensuring that its diverse parts don’t drift away in pursuit of  
conflicting, even opposing, goals.

why important? dependencies or 
Prerequisites

• Faster conversations
• Faster decision cycles
• Faster learning
• Stabilizes team during 

rapid growth

• MTP
• Cloud social tools
• Cooperative culture
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If  you remember our list of  linear attributes of  traditional 
organizations from way back in Chapter Two, we can now 
juxtapose linear versus exponential characteristics:

linear organization 
characteristics exo characteristics

Top-down and hierarchical 
in its organization

Autonomy, Social 
Technologies

Driven by financial outcomes MTP, Dashboards

Linear, sequential thinking Experimentation, Autonomy

Innovation primarily from 
within

Community & Crowd, Staff on 
Demand, Leveraged Assets, 
Interfaces (innovation at the 
edges)

Strategic planning largely an 
extrapolation from the past

MTP, Experimentation

Risk intolerance Experimentation

Process inflexibility Autonomy, Experimentation

Large number of FTEs Algorithms, Community & 
Crowd, Staff on Demand

Controls/owns its own 
assets

Leveraged Assets

Strongly invested in status 
quo

MTP, Dashboards, 
Experimentation

Let’s now look back at our definition of  an ExO: “An 
Exponential Organization is one whose impact (or output) 
is disproportionally large—at least 10x larger—compared 
to its peers because of  the use of  new organizational 
techniques that leverage accelerating technologies.”

As we have researched the paradigm, we have uncovered 
over sixty organizations with scores over our ExO threshold, 
each achieving at least a 10x performance improvement over 
others in its space. The following are our top 10 (in alphabetical 
order): Airbnb, GitHub, Google, Netflix, Quirky, Tesla, 
Uber, Waze, Valve, Xiaomi.
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number of events per quarter

Year Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 total comment

2009 2 8 20 40 70 Start slowly to test 
and learn

2010 60 30* 80 100 270 * Slower in the 
summer

2011 120 100 140 160 520 Steady improve-
ment

2012 180 150 190 200 720 Starting to reach 
saturation

2013 200 180 220 250 850 Some variations 
drive increase

2,430 Total TEDx events 
over five years

Even that sounds crazy: almost 2,500 events in five years? 
No way. In linear thinking, that goal is clearly a stretch, what Jim 
Collins and Jerry Porras termed a BHAG (Big Hairy Audacious 
Goal) in their 1994 classic, Built to Last: Successful Habits of  
Visionary Companies. (As an aside, consider that an MTP is a 
BHAG with purpose.)

Yet as we now know, over 12,000 TEDx events have been held 
within five years, a figure that would have been inconceivable 
at the outset. Had Anderson and Stein presented even the 
2,500-event goal, they would have either likely triggered a mutiny 
among the team or they’d have left a lot on the table. Instead, 
they simply plunged in and let the community set the pace for 
TEDx. Indeed, Anderson, Stein and the team had no idea they 
could maintain such a torrid pace until they actually did so.

In short, a five-year plan is a suicidal practice for an ExO. If  
it doesn’t send the company racing off  in the wrong direction, it 
can present an inaccurate picture of  what lies ahead, even in the 
right direction. The only solution is to establish a big vision (i.e., 
an MTP), set an ExO structure into place, implement a one-
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protected over sixty million mothers and their babies from the 
dreaded Rh disease. The vaccine resolved mother-fetus blood 
incompatibility, which was responsible for tens of  thousands 
of  infant deaths per year in the U.S. alone. By leveraging the 
body’s own ability to fight, the Anaheim-based company already 
has a working product that stops most superbugs in their drug-
resistant tracks—and this just four years after it decided to take on 
the challenge. A mind-boggling side effect is that their products 
can also cure most allergies; Quotient’s blocking antibodies 
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to determine exactly when a given flight should take off.
As these and hundreds more examples suggest, we are 

moving toward a world in which everything will be measured 
and anything can be knowable, both in the world around us and 
within our bodies. Only enterprises that plan for this new reality 
will have a chance at long-term success.

Now that we have finished describing the characteristics of  
ExOs and their implications, we can look at the how an ExO 
maps onto other constructs. The following table compares 
ExO Attributes with Joi Ito’s MIT Media Lab Principles and the 
heuristics in Nassim Taleb’s Anti-Fragile theory.

Joi ito (mit medialab) nassim taleb  
(anti-Fragile theory)

mtP

Pull over push; Compasses 
over maps

Focus on the long term, 
not just the financials and 
short term

Staff on demand

Resilience over strength Stay small and flexible

community & crowd

Systems (ecosystems) over 
objects; Resilience over 
strength

Build in options; Stay small 
and flexible

algorithms

- Build in stressors > 
Simplify and Automate; 
Heuristics (skin in the game, 
orthogonal)

leased assets

Resilience over strength Reduce dependency and 
IT; stay small and flexible; 
Invest in R&D; Invest in data 
and social infrastructure
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engagement (ic, gamify)

Pull over push Build in options; Heuristics: 
skin in the game

interfaces

- Simplify and Automate; 
Overcome cognitive biases

dashboard

Learning over financial Simplify and Automate; 
Short feedback loops; 
Rewards only after project 
completion

experimentation

Practice over theory; Risk 
over safety; Learning over 
education

Diversify; Build in hacking 
and stressors by yourself 
(fail fast and often; Netflix 
case w/ Chaos Monkey), 
especially in good times; 
Build in options; Risk 
over safety (not risk 
insensitivity); Avoid too 
much focus on efficiency, 
control and optimization

autonomy

Emergence over authority; 
Disobedience over 
compliance

Decentralization; Do not 
overregulate; Challenge 
senior management; 
Compartmentalize; Share 
ownership within ExO 
on the edges (skin in the 
game)

Social technologies

Emergence (peer-to-peer 
learning) over authority

Build in stressors
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It is also possible to leverage a community or crowd to 
discover breakthrough ideas or new patterns of  implementation. 
Elon Musk set an MTP for transforming transportation with his 
Hyperloop high-speed transportation idea. At the same time, 
he opened up the design and implementation of  that idea to 
whoever wanted to take a crack at it.

It may seem counterintuitive to delay the breakthrough idea 
several steps into the process. After all, legend holds that most 
startups begin with an explosive new idea that’s then applied to a 
problem space. We believe, however, that it’s better to start with 
a passion to solve a particular problem, rather than to start with 
an idea or a technology.

There are two reasons for this. First, by focusing on 
the problem space, you are not tied to one particular idea or 
solution, and thus don’t end up shoehorning a technology into a 
problem space where it might not be a good fit. Silicon Valley is 
littered with the carcasses of  companies with great technologies 
searching for a problem to solve. Second, there is no shortage 
of  either ideas or new technologies. After all, everybody in a place 
like Silicon Valley has an idea for a new tech business. Instead, 
the key to success is relentless execution, hence the need for 
passion and the MTP. To demonstrate, consider the number of  
times the founders of  the following companies pitched investors 
before finally succeeding:

company number of investor Pitches

Skype 40

Cisco 76

Pandora 300

Google 350

What if  Larry Page and Sergey Brin had stopped pitching 
after 340 attempts? The world would be a very different 
place today. Just as intriguing: what magical technologies and 
businesses don’t exist today because the founders gave up one 
investor pitch too soon?

We’ve said this already, but it can’t be emphasized enough: 
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SteP 5: Build a BuSineSS  
model canvaS
Once a core idea or breakthrough has been identified, the next 
step is to elaborate how to get it to market. Our suggested tool 
for this is the Business Model Canvas (BMC), which was created 
by Alexander Osterwalder and has been popularized by the 
Lean Startup model. As shown below, you begin the process 
by diagramming the various components of  the model (value 
propositions, customer segments, etc.). A warning: At this stage, 
it is important that the BMC be simple and not overthought. 
Experimentation will navigate you to the best path and provide 
the next level of  fidelity.

Key
Partners

Cost
Structure

Key
Activities

Key
Resources

Channels

Value
Proposition

Revenue
Streams

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

Credit: Alexander Osterwalder. For more on how to create effective value 
propositions, we recommend reading Osterwalder’s new book,Value Proposition 
Design: How to Create Products and Services Customers Want.

SteP 6: Find a BuSineSS model
It is also important to understand that if  you’re going to 
achieve a 10x improvement, there’s a strong likelihood that 
your company will require a completely new business model. 
As Clayton Christensen illustrated in The Innovators Dilemma, 
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exists at the aggregator level, as individual creators 
typically get lost in the noise. Thus, attaching yourself  
to effective channels and digital platforms like app 
stores, social media sites or online marketplaces where 
potential users can find you has considerable value to 
creators (and, ultimately, to users).

We believe the above list offers a set of  working business 
models for an information age. The chart below shows how 
budding ExOs are leveraging one or more of  these models:
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uber P P

airbnb P P

topcoder P P

Github P P P

Quirky P P P

local motors P P P

xiaomi P P

valve P P

zappos P P

amazon P P

Google P P P

waze P P

netflix P P

Let’s return to the Business Model Canvas—and in 
particular to partnering, which is one of  its features.

Fred Wilson, of  Union Square Ventures, has pointed out 
that many incumbents in different industries are currently 
being disrupted—and not by just one startup, but by many 
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mtP S c a l e i d e a S

Github P P P P P

airbnb P P P P P

Quirky P P P P P

uber P P P P P

topcoder P P P P

waze P P P P

local motors P P P P P

Supercell P P P P P

Google  
ventures P P P P P

valve P P P P

BlaBlacar P P P P P

this is a particularly challenging step.
According to noted hotelier Chip Conley, “Culture is what 

happens when the boss leaves.” We think that pretty much sums 
it up, and would only add that culture is a company’s greatest 
intangible asset. (As many have observed, including Joi Ito, head 
of  the MIT Media Lab, “Culture eats strategy for breakfast.”) 
From the “HP Way” and IBM’s “Think” to Google’s playrooms 
and Twitter’s warehouse, it is hard to overstate culture’s added 
value. Very few people would argue that a big part of  Zappos’ 
success (and its billion-dollar valuation) is not due to its 
company culture.

Establishing a corporate culture starts with learning how 
to effectively track, manage and reward performance. And that 
begins with designing the OKR system we outlined in Chapter 
Four, and then continues through the process of  getting the 
team habituated to transparency, accountability, execution and 
high performance.
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How well has GitHub done with this revolutionary, 
exponential, corporate culture?

In six years, the company has created a community of  more 
than six million developers working collaboratively on more 
than fifteen million open source software projects. Even more 
important is that in Silicon Valley today, software developers’ 
hiring prospects and even salaries are largely determined by their 
individual ratings on GitHub. And because of  the power and 
influence of  that rating system, developers are constantly adding 
code to GitHub projects in order to boost their personal ratings. 
This secondary benefit further adds value to the community and 
the company.

In short, GitHub is not only a great example of  an 
Exponential Organization, but its product is also a powerful 
template for the ExO organizational model: collaborative, 
open, transparent, community-driven and peopled by staff  well 
equipped and willing to self-select projects. It also offers 10x 
improvements across the board for different functions, jobs and 
departments. Bottom line: GitHub is an emergent organization 
driven by passion and purpose.

And although GitHub is currently optimized for developers, 
similar platforms will eventually emerge for lawyers, doctors, 
publicists and other professionals. The platform has already 
been extended into enterprise software development with a

Government repositories in Github
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Government Repositories on GitHub

Credit: GitHub
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technologies are orthogonally impacting a greater and greater 
number of  industries, large organizations need strategies to 
more closely align themselves with ExO thinking. We have 
identified four such strategies for large organizations to deploy 
in an accelerating business world while still keeping their core 
operational businesses intact:

1. Transform leadership.
2. Partner with, invest in or acquire ExOs.
3. Disrupt[X].
4. Implement ExO Lite internally.

Let’s now examine each of  these efforts in turn.

1. tranSForm leaderShiP
There are four ways to transform the leadership layers of  a 
big company:

Education
As we noted in Chapter One, the metabolism of  the economy 
is accelerating, driven by a new breed of  newly democratized, 
exponential technologies. If  you’re running a big company today 
and are not aware of  these technologies—not to mention how 
they might impact your company—you are simply not doing 
your job. For any large organization, it is critical that its senior 
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from the mother ship [Autonomy, Leveraged Assets], work 
with startups on next-generation products and services. And 
to further ensure that new ideas can evolve away from existing 
legacy thinking, Coca-Cola is creating new companies that are 
completely separate from current cash-cow businesses. These 
new companies enjoy full autonomy from Coke’s existing tax, 
legal, finance and HR systems [Autonomy, Dashboards].

That said, there is one notable departure for Coca-Cola 
relative to the ExO philosophy: the transparency of  its disruptive 
innovation. It is our thesis that disruptive innovation efforts 
work best when they operate in stealth mode, divorced from the 
rest of  the company, so as to avoid triggering an organizational 
immune system response. Instead, Coca-Cola, taking the long 
view, has created transparent disruption innovation teams with 
the avowed goal of  openly changing the culture of  the larger 
company. The company has even publicly taken a strategic 
stance to integrate disruptive innovations into its very core.

It is an audacious experiment and we’re watching keenly to 
see how it pans out. We believe that if  Coke’s core business is 
infected by the Lean Startup meme in time, the company will see 
the value of  this innovation approach and become even more 
open to disruptive innovation efforts at the edges.

In short: corporate innovation at Coca-Cola is not so 
much about the success of  any individual internal startup, but 
more about the sustainability or repeatability of  the innovation 
business model itself. Certainly within its industry, Coke is a 
standout example of  a company tackling a disruptive future.

Our assessment of Coca-Cola’s 
Exponential Quotient—62 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P

[Note: all assessments in this chapter were made by the 
authors using the Exponential Diagnostic Survey found 
in Appendix A. Twenty-one questions are scored from 
one to four. A score over 55 indicates an ExO.]
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contest and a global slogan contest on Facebook. 
In its first year, four winners (out of  200,000 
slogan entries) won a trip to China. [Community & 
Crowd, Engagement].

Haier has been named the most valuable brand in China 
for the past thirteen years. Both Fast Company magazine and the 
Boston Consulting Group recently labeled it one of  the most 
innovative companies in the world. In fact, despite being overseen 
by the Chinese government, Haier is amazingly innovative. For 
example, the company is currently working on a cutting-edge 
nanorefrigerator that will allow consumers to create food inside 
a refrigerator over several days, using advanced lighting and 
mathematical models of  plant growth.

Haier’s revenues have increased fourfold over the last 
fourteen years. Sales grew to $29.5 billion, in 2013, when 
Haier sold more than 55 million home appliances. From 2011 
to 2014, the market cap of  Haier tripled from $20 billion to 
$60 billion, largely due to its implementation of  Autonomy 
and Experimentation. Not surprisingly, the company gets high 
scores as an ExO.

Haier’s Exponential Quotient—68 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P

xiaomi – ShowinG You and me
It’s hard to fully capture the incredible ascent of  Xiaomi Tech, 
another Chinese company. Founded in June 2010 and focused 
on low-end Android smartphones, the company sold twenty 
million handsets in 2013, recording annual revenues of  more 
than $5 billion.

Lei Jun, one of  the founders, is seen as a Chinese Steve 
Jobs. That’s not just because he’s been heavily inspired by 
Apple’s design, marketing and supply chain management, but 
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or “little rice.” During its 2014 Mi Fen Festival, fans bought $242 
million worth of  products in just twelve hours. Xiaomi came up 
with a game for the festival called Kings of  Knockout, in which 
users could win discount coupons [Engagement]. The game was 
heavily promoted on the Chinese social network site Weibo, as 
well as on Twitter, Facebook and Google+. Recently appointed 
global vice president Hugo Barra, ex-VP of  Google Android, 
thinks that this type of  informal and playful engagement is the 
biggest reason for Xiaomi fans’ loyalty to the brand.

As Lei predicted, the community also helps with product 
development. Of  the twenty-five languages currently available 
on its OS, Xiaomi developed just three; the rest were created by 
users [Community & Crowd]. This user community of  almost 
ten million helps the company not only with products but also 
with support. Xiaomi has a fully peer-to-peer customer service 
platform that is driven and organized by the users themselves. 
On top of  that, the company’s marketing costs are relatively low, 
since Xiaomi sells its products directly online, using no resellers. 
In fact, all marketing is done via social media, with consumers 
spreading the word virally, at no cost to the company. Although 
it was initially very difficult for Xiaomi to find manufacturing 
partners for its smartphones, the company now uses Foxconn 
and other partners for its product lines [Leveraged Assets]. 
Xiaomi also discloses the names and parts numbers of  all its 
suppliers, which helps protect those suppliers from the many 
counterfeit devices flooding the Chinese market.

Imagine selling twenty million smartphones in just three 
years—from a standing start. Xiaomi, which has done just that, 
embodies ten of  the eleven ExO attributes.

Xiaomi’s Exponential Quotient—74 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P P P P
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The Guardian has institutionalized the crowdsourcing of  
investigative reporting and has successfully used that approach 
on several occasions, including after obtaining public documents 
from Sarah Palin’s tenure as governor of  Alaska. Similarly, in 
2009, when the UK government bowed to public pressure and 
released two million pages of  parliamentary expense reports, the 
Guardian asked its readership to find any newsworthy needles in 
that vast haystack of  words. In response, its readers analyzed 
more than 20 percent of  the total volume in just over three days.

We believe that journalism will increasingly follow the 
Guardian’s lead and shift to an ExO model, much like Medium’s 
efforts to become a platform. And that is good news, because 
a free and healthy press (with investigative journalism being the 
tip of  that spear) is critical both for democracy and in guarding 
fundamental individual freedoms.

The Guardian’s Exponential Quotient—62 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P

General electric 
 – General excellence
It is no accident that GE is one of  the most admired companies 
in the world. Over the decades, the company has repeatedly and 
successfully reinvented itself—something it seems to be doing 
once again by aggressively partnering with ExO companies.

We have referenced Quirky several times throughout this 
book and will now focus on its MTP, which is “Make Invention 
Accessible.” General Electric early on saw the huge potential 
of  the new crowdsourced model of  product development. 
It subsequently partnered with Quirky in 2012 on incentive 
competition [Engagement], whereby the Quirky community 
was tasked with dreaming up innovative everyday products. The 
submissions would then be put to a community vote, with the 
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provides workshops and demos.[1]

In February 2014, GE extended its ExO initiatives even 
further by announcing a partnership with Local Motors to 
launch a new model for manufacturing called First Build. This 
partnership will source collaborative ideas from an online 
community of  engineers, scientists, fabricators, designers and 
enthusiasts who will focus on identifying market needs and 
solving deep engineering challenges in the hopes of  unlocking 
breakthrough product innovations. The most popular of  these 
innovations will then be built, tested and sold in a specialized 
“microfactory.” This facility will focus on testing, rapid 
prototyping and small-volume production.

In conjunction with Alaska Airlines, GE provides yet 
another example of  using ExO partnerships to leverage 
Engagement. In November 2013, the two companies partnered 
with Kaggle to create Flight Quest, an incentive competition 
in which contestants were challenged to create algorithms 
that could predict airplane arrival times more precisely. Each 
reduced-minute per flight can save $1.2 million in crew costs 
and $5 million in annual fuel savings. GE provided contestants 
with two weeks of  FlightStats data. Out of  173 entries, five 
winners were awarded a total of  $250,000. The winning 
algorithm proved 40 percent better at predicting arrival times 
than current technologies.[2]

GE is a perfect example of  how a large organization can 
leverage exponential startups such as Kaggle, Quirky, Local 
Motors and TechShop to extend itself  past its own organizational 
boundaries and scale.

GE’s Exponential Quotient—69 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P P P

1 www.ge.com/garages/press.html
2 www.gequest.com/c/flight
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more pioneering.”
Not only has Amazon built ExOs on its edges (such as 

AWS), it also has had the courage to cannibalize its own products 
(e.g., Kindle). In addition, after realizing that Amazon’s culture 
wasn’t a perfect fit with the outstanding service he wanted to 
offer, Bezos spent $1.2 billion in 2009 to acquire Zappos. His 
goal? To improve the customer service culture throughout 
Amazon (after all, Zappos’ MTP is “Provide the Best Customer 
Service Possible”) and help implement Autonomy.

Amazon’s Exponential Quotient—68 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P P P

zaPPoS – zaPPinG Boredom
It took just eight years for Zappos, which got its start selling 
shoes online in 1999, to hit $1 billion in annual sales. In 2007 
Zappos expanded its business to clothing and accessories, which 
now account for 20 percent of  its annual revenue.

We’ve already seen some of  the ways Zappos uses ExO 
attributes: an emphasis on customer service [MTP: “Provide the 
Best Customer Service Possible”]; its creation of  a community 
around common passions and a common location in the Las 
Vegas Downtown Project, and its managed communities through 
Like-Like relationships [Community]; and its use of  the Face 
Game to improve internal culture [Engagement: gamification].

To that list add the fact that Zappos employees answer 5,000 
calls a month and 1,200 emails a week (and even more during 
the holiday season, when call-frequency increases significantly). 
Call center employees don’t have scripts and there are no limits 
on call times; in fact, the longest Zappos call reported is ten 
hours and twenty-nine minutes [Autonomy, Dashboards].

50 percent of  a new recruit’s probationary review is based 
on his or her cultural fit with the company. Each recruit spends 
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Zappos Exponential Quotient— 75 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P P P

inG direct canada (now 
tanGerine) – BanKinG autonomY
Another major concern often expressed about implementing 
ExO principles is, “Well, it might work in Silicon Valley 
or for a cute gaming company, but it won’t work in a real 
operational environment.”

Enter ING Direct Canada, a bank with fiduciary obligations 
and regulatory requirements—in notoriously regulatory Canada, 
no less. Originally part of  ING Group, headquartered in the 
Netherlands, ING Direct Canada was founded in April 1997 
by Arkadi Kuhlmann. It was the first test market for ING 
Group’s direct banking business model, which provided more 
favorable rates to customers by removing brick and mortar 
branches altogether.

Kuhlmann started ING Direct Canada with the MTP “Save 
Your Money,” and added three key complementary values: 
Simplify, Be challengers, Be the good guy.

Kuhlmann took the concept of  Autonomy to its full extent 
by completely flattening the organization and getting rid of  all 
job titles, seniority levels, management layers, formal meetings 
and even offices. Employees worked together and identified 
themselves by their responsibilities.

In 2008, Peter Aceto became CEO of  ING Direct Canada 
and continued what Arkadi had started. In fact, after a year in 
the role, he took a page from Philip Rosedale’s book and had his 
employees vote on whether or not he should stay on as CEO. 
Aceto also has no office, and to this day continues to share as 
much information as possible internally about the performance 
of  the company. In doing so, he has stimulated a culture of  
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Tangerine’s Exponential Quotient—69 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P

GooGle ventureS 
 – the almoSt PerFect eexo
In March 2009, Bill Maris launched Google Ventures, Google’s 
own corporate venture capital fund, with a $100 million capital 
commitment. Now, after five years, the company has emerged as 
one of  the most active and successful VCs, with sixty employees 
(all partners) and $1.5 billion under management. Now that is 
an ExO move, one that represents a 15x increase over five years.

Google Ventures already has completed more than twenty 
successful exits, with returns far exceeding market averages for 
venture capital funds. Indeed, its emergence as one of  the top 
financiers of  startups may be a first for a corporate venture fund. 
While tech companies have long backed startups, their venture 
arms have a history of  terribly subpar returns, mainly because 
there was no real independence from the parent company.

Google Ventures has invested in more than 225 portfolio 
companies encompassing all stages and industry sectors, 
including such rising stars as Uber, Nest, 23andMe, Cloudera, 
Optimizely, TuneIn, Homejoy and High Fidelity. As a result of  
its many successes, Google Ventures opened a London office in 
2014, with $100 million to invest in European startups.

Although Google provides the funds for Google Ventures, 
invested companies don’t have to benefit Google. That means 
portfolio companies stay independent and can be acquired by 
competitors. A downside of  this structure, of  course, is that 
Google Ventures might well remain in the dark about potential 
deals being undertaken by its parent company. In fact, this is 
what happened when Google acquired Nest, creator of  smart 
thermostats and smoke alarms, for $3.2 billion in January 2014. 
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technology in the world. A community portal connects the GV 
team with Google employees and peers from other portfolio 
companies. Hiring for the portfolio companies is also facilitated 
by Google Ventures’ ability to tap Google’s extensive database 
of  resumes, which number over a million a year.

Like any worthy ExO, Google Ventures is even willing 
to disrupt itself. In 2014 it led a $28 million financing round 
in AngelList, a Craigslist-like marketplace that matches 
entrepreneurs and angel investors. AngelList introduced a new 
funding model called syndicates, in which lesser-known angels 
pool their dollars with those of  investors with established track 
records. The model essentially allows better-known investors to 
build mini-funds for specific deals. Remarkably, this puts those 
investors in direct competition with Google Ventures, especially 
over seed-stage deals, which account for about half  of  its 
investments. Nonetheless, Google Ventures is willing to accept 
the possibility of  competition, putting the company firmly on the 
disruption side of  Clayton Christensen’s Innovator’s Dilemma.

Google Ventures boasts ten ExO attributes out of  eleven 
(and the eleventh, the MTP, is inherited from its parent).

Google Ventures’ Exponential Quotient—76 out of 84.

mtP S c a l e i d e a S

P P P P P P P P P P

GrowinG with the crowd
In December 2013, Jeremiah Owyang, a social media strategist, 
launched an industry group called Crowd Companies. 
According to Owyang, Crowd Companies is a “brand council” 
whose activities include introductions, educational forums and 
networking with relevant startups, many of  which are ExOs. 
Several dozen major brands have already joined the group, and 
Owyang believes that as this new breed of  companies leveraging 
crowd dynamics spreads out across the world, they will in turn 
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The Exponential CEO must constantly be on alert for 
disruptive startups emerging out of  nowhere; competition 
won’t just come from existing players. The best strategy in most 
industries won’t be to fight those disruptors—but to join them. 
Thus, juxtaposing with startup ExOs is a major priority.

Key opportunity implications and actions

Migrate to an 
MTP

Change or expand your brand or 
mission statement to encompass an 
MTP, which is critical if you want to 
leverage a community and keep your 
team focused externally.

MTP 
communities

In many industries, interest-based 
communities (e.g., Quantified Self, 
Maker Faire, DIYbio, TechShop, Bitcoin) 
are growing fast. Join them, sponsor 
them and learn from them—before your 
competition does.

Disruptive ExOs 
in your industry

As Marcus Shingles found in the CPG 
world, several dozen disruptive ExOs are 
already in operation in every industry. 
Find them and then partner with, invest 
in or acquire them.

Leveraged 
Assets and Staff 
on Demand

If you have a large workforce or asset 
base, develop strategies to mitigate 
inertia and “old” thinking by moving to 
Staff on Demand and Leveraged Assets, 
as well as leveraging Community & 
Crowd. This will increase the (innovation) 
metabolism and adaptability of 
your company.

Information-
based products 
and services

Find new products and services that are 
(fully) information-based for scalability. 
If they aren’t yet available, develop them.

Death of the 
five-year plan

Strategic planning is giving way to 
data-driven predictive analytics, a 
strong product vision and purpose 
(MTP). Increasingly, the past cannot 
be extrapolated to the future. Constant 
experimentation at the edges of the 
organization will drive just-in-time
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(cont.) planning functions. Move to a one-year 
planning cycle.

External 
innovation

As Peter Diamandis has said, “If you are 
relying on innovation solely from inside 
your organization, you are dead.” Find
ways to leverage Community and/or 
Crowd for innovation; investigate co-
innovation and Crowd Companies and 
let your employees loose.

Explore new 
business models

Micropayments will enable entirely 
new business models to appear in 
established industries. The same is true 
for the emergence of the DIY (Maker) 
and P2P (Sharing) movements. Finally, 
as data becomes the new oil, many 
business models will be transformed 
from hardware to software to services.

Explore other 
innovation types

Most CEOs see innovation as 
product innovation. But there is also 
process innovation, social innovation, 
organizational innovation, management 
innovation, business model innovation, 
etc. Technology and products are no 
longer the only drivers for innovation. 
[See Doblin’s 10 Types of Innovation, 
briefly outlined in Chapter Eight.]

Accept that 
there are limits 
to quantification, 
data and 
rationalization

There remains a place and role for 
intuition, personal vision and gut 
feelings. Because the future is to a 
large degree unknowable, most key 
strategic decisions still rely on intuition. 
Gut feelings can sometimes serve 
as a compass in an uncertain world, 
especially when solving a problem 
you’re passionate about.

Automate 
and measure 
different 
processes in all 
departments

Using free code/algorithms optimized 
within the GitHub or GitLab social 
platforms and the vast data available, 
classic throughput or process-
based models will be substituted by 
performance-based models (e.g., cost 
per sale).
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Key opportunity implications and actions

Product 
personalization

Complete personalization of products 
and services based upon individual 
customers (right size, taste, language, 
behavioral data, contextual data, sensor 
data, transactional data and, possibly, 
DNA or neuroprofile). Neuromarketing 
should not only be used to measure 
attention, motivation, intention, brand 
and effectiveness, but also as a way to 
personalize in areas like entertainment, 
sports and food.

AI monitoring of 
social media

AI monitoring of your company’s social 
media designed to provide FAQ/
help, information, communication and 
personal assistance when needed. It 
also alerts the right people when further 
action is necessary. (See Ekho.me as 
an example.)

Real-time 
behavioral 
dashboards

Real-time aggregated customer data 
providing insights into the behavior 
and emotions of customers, enabling 
matching of products and services with 
those customers (hyper-narrowcasting) 
and gauging demand for new concepts. 
Social and mobile media as the 
zeitgeist and thus the triggers for 
validated innovation.

MTP Community 
as sales force

If you can align with an MTP community, 
that community can then operate as a 
sales force for your organization. This 
implies a convergence of MTPs across 
the whole ecosystem of a company over 
time and results in a company with a 
MTP congruent with the MTPs of all of 
its external communities.

Vendor 
Relationship 
Management—
extension 
of intention 
economy

The age of CRM is over, replaced by 
Vendor Relationship Management 
(VRM), a term coined by Doc Searls from 
Harvard University. VRM is an extension 
of the intention economy, and VRMs 
offer the ultimate in customer-driven.
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(cont.) marketplaces (e.g., Uber, BlaBlaCar). 
Consumers own their own personal data 
and expose demand and purchasing 
intentions with different vendors in the 
cloud, mostly in real time. CRM is initiated 
by companies, VRM by customers

Differential real-
time pricing 
models

Real-time monitoring will allow for 
the institution of real-time pricing 
to maximize pricing based on real-
time demand (e.g., airline tickets). 
AIs will prove extremely valuable in 
this transition.

Crowdsourced 
online 
marketplaces 
for marketing 
materials

Using online marketplaces to 
crowdsource TV commercials (Tongal), 
logos and banners (99 designs), or any 
marketing expertise (Freelancer).

PR & marketing 
will have to aim 
a lot further 
out to place 
business memes

Due to accelerated pace of change it is 
mandatory to look further into the future 
to launch marketing and PR campaigns 
by identifying when a meme is booming 
(predictive planning) or, even better, 
when it first emerges.

Lean Startup 
prototyping and 
testing

Using the Lean Startup method to 
test and validate assumptions around 
new campaigns and new products 
via advanced testing and prototyping 
forms, such as A/B-testing concepts 
in Google AdWords and landing 
pages, social media monitoring, neuro-
feedback in retail stores of test groups, 
customer development interviews, 
crowdfunding, and testing in virtual 
worlds such as High Fidelity. In sum: 
a data-driven and continuous testing 
approach to marketing.

New revenue 
models

More subscriptions versus one-off sales 
due to access versus ownership trend; 
more apps; more connected products 
and more cradle to cradle and Circular 
Economy; more freemium models (free 
and paid—e.g., the horribly named.
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(cont.) “tryvertising”). New fee models, such as 
API fees, platform licensing, syndication 
fees and virtual goods

cFo – chieF Financial oFFicer
The finance function, although historically very conservative 
and cautious, is about to face radical disruption from several 
technologies, including AI (Deep Learning), sensors and Bitcoin 
(the underlying block chain protocol in particular).

Key opportunity implications and actions

AI accounting Automatic A/P, A/R software-enabling 
automatic reminders and payment, 
automatic tax management, and 
AIs watching for errant behaviors in 
transaction flows.

Taxation without 
borders

Governments are getting their act 
together regarding tax havens, which 
will likely continue to face ever-closer 
scrutiny in the coming years.

Digital payment 
solutions

More than 60,000 merchants already 
accept Bitcoin, which we predict will hit 
Wall Street in late 2014 and will most 
likely be mainstream by 2016. This is in 
addition to the growing impact of Square 
and PayPal. Micro-transactions will drive 
orders-of-magnitude increases in the 
sheer number of transactions needing 
to be processed, tracked and audited.

Crowdfunding / 
crowdlending

New ways of getting financed for 
products or services by leveraging 
the crowd (e.g., Gustin, Kickstarter, 
angels and Lending Club), especially 
to demonstrate market demand for a 
product or service.

Cash flow 
measurement

Discounted Cash Flows will be replaced 
by Options Theory as a preferred 
mechanism.
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Key opportunity implications and actions

Externally 
driven IT

Leverage external community 
(developers) and partnerships (startups, 
SaaS, companies) for new services/
products and open platforms with 
open APIs (remix datasets, open source 
standards) and provide own metadata 
(access, remixing).

Business 
intelligence (BI)

Data management systems that use 
methodologies, processes, architectures 
and technologies to transform raw data 
into meaningful and useful business 
information (more effective strategic, 
tactical and operational insights and 
decision-making). A key heuristic: 
if you operate in a highly uncertain 
environment, make it simple (not 
too many variables); if you operate 
in a predictable environment, make 
it complex (use more variables to 
manage BI).

Realignment of 
customer data 
ownership

Customers will own their own data 
(such as Personal or Respect Network) 
and then provide access to parts of it 
(for relevant and beneficial services) 
only to those authorized to receive 
the information.

The chief  data officer is a relatively new executive function, 
but we see it as an essential part of  any exponentially growing 
organization. Big Data solutions (especially Machine Learning 
and Deep Learning), data management systems and Dashboards 
will help greatly with real-time data gathering, sorting, filtering 
and remixing, as well as with creating a more personalized and 
effective organization.

cio – chieF innovation oFFicer
Note the following distinction carefully: this CIO, the chief  
innovation officer, is not to be confused with the other, better 
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(cont.) design and Leap Motion for interaction. 
The arrival of disruptive 3D printers for 
testing in virtual worlds with gesture 
interfaces

Constraint-
based design 
(AI)

Letting AIs design innovation, within 
particular constraints.

More than any other C-Level player, the chief  innovation 
officer will come to lean heavily on many exponential 
technologies. The CIO needs to stimulate the innovation process 
both internally and externally, especially in terms of  coherence 
and synchronicity. He or she must also encourage risk-taking 
and allow failure to flourish.

coo – chieF oPeratinG oFFicer
As the heart of  any organization, the chief  operating officer’s 
job is to just get things done. The COO has to take into account 
the growing trends of  security and privacy risk, decentralization, 
localization and Leveraged Assets, as each will greatly affect the 
organization. When dealing with physical products, more so 
than with digital products, technology will impact production 
and the supply chain due to fast-moving developments in 
nanotechnology, 3D and 4D printing, sensors, artificial 
intelligence, robots and drones.

Key opportunity implications and actions

Decentralized 
or outsourced 
production

Digital production and unbundling of 
production steps, freeing the company 
to focus on its core competencies 
(customer relationships, R&D, design 
and marketing). Accomplished by 
leveraging OEMs (e.g., PCH International, 
Flextronics, Foxconn) or through the 
use of 3D printers, robots and nanotech/
stacks (see Tesla).
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Recyclable 
materials 
/ circular 
economy

Production materials that can be 
recycled and reused multiple times. 
Salvaging of faulty products through the 
systematic extraction of raw materials. 
This feeds on the decentralized 
production model above. Using bio-
nanocomposites and nanocellulose for 
biodegradable packaging.

Nanomaterials 
and nanomanu-
facturing

Manufacturing and using materials 
made from engineered atoms and 
molecules (e.g., carbon graphene and 
carbyne), designed with specific shape, 
size, surface properties and chemistry 
to enhance reactivity, strength and 
electrical properties. The Materials 
Project as an open source database of 
materials and their properties.

3D and 4D 
printing

Self-assembly of products on location; 
quick prototyping and repair services.

AI production 
monitoring

Leverage sensor data, algorithms and AI 
to detect early faults in production and 
resolve them long before the product 
comes to market, thus radically reducing 
repairs, returns and recalls.

Customizable 
and 
programmable 
robots

Easily programmable and customizable 
robots for manufacturing, helping 
workers or removing the need for 
them to do repetitive and heavy tasks 
altogether (e.g., Baxter, Unbounded 
Robotics, Otherlab).

Sustainable 
production and 
logistics

Greener and more self-sufficient 
production driven by robo-transport, 
sensors, AI, flexible solar panels and 
perovskite solar cells. Nanomaterials 
(graphene) that can be added to 
buildings, vehicles, machines and 
equipment. Transformation in Logistics 
(road, water and air transport).

Autonomous 
transport and 
delivery

Leveraging autonomous vehicles (e.g., 
Google’s self-driving car) and drones 
(e.g., Matternet) for the transport and.
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(cont.) delivery of supplies and products, 
especially in remote areas

Full supply 
chain tracking/
monitoring

Internet of Things sensors used to 
monitor the entire supply chain. 
Location, status, preservation and safety 
of most substances can be monitored 
(chemical substance traces, pollution, 
quality of life).

Biological 
production

Biology has the unique trait of being 
software that can create its own 
hardware. Leverage bio-based materials 
and synthetic biology as alternative 
means of production. Bio-production 
remains difficult to scale, but in the 
medium term promises to transform 
current production methods.

It is important to note that the need for long-distance 
transport will drop over time due to the rise of  localized 
production and a growing circular economy (recycling). More 
and more products will be produced on the spot through local 
partners (Leveraged Assets), access to 3D printers and cheap 
labor provided by highly customizable robots. Since customers 
prefer to receive products the moment they decide they need 
them, they will be increasingly receptive to locally assembled 
products for two reasons: ethics (jobs and sustainability) and 
practicality (lower delivery costs, improved customer service, 
etc.). An average American meal today travels 2,500 miles to 
reach the table but local farming and techniques, such as vertical 
farming, can and will reduce that number considerably (for 
example, already 7 percent of  the vegetables currently sold in 
Singapore are vertically farmed).

clo – chieF leGal oFFicer
The ExO revolution poses a whole new set of  hurdles for the 
legal function, making it both an exciting and stressful time to be 
a CLO. The legal system is the collective repository of  societal 
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values and is thus often incompatible with rapidly advancing 
progress. The stress on the system today is greater than ever 
before—thereby prompting one of  Salim’s favorite questions: 
How will regulatory and legal frameworks cope as technology accelerates 
away from us? No matter how challenging the obstacles, however, 
CLOs won’t have the luxury of  sitting back and waiting for the 
problems to resolve themselves. And while the concept of  an 
Exponential legal department may strike you as an oxymoron, 
that doesn’t have to be the case.

Issues that ExO legal executives should be aware of  are 
detailed in the table below:

Key opportunity implications and actions

Fractional IP IP will become more and more relevant 
due to the speed of new developments 
and devices, resulting in fractional IPs 
(patents for small portions).

Open sourcing 
patents

Just like Tesla did with its electric 
car patents, open sourcing IP will 
enable the creation of a much larger 
innovation ecosystem in which, by 
default, your organization will be the 
center. It pre-empts competition and 
insources innovation.

Reduced IP 
relevance

In an accelerating world, by the time 
you file a patent, it’s out of date.

Rise of IP 
insurance

Formalized structures to protect against 
IP infringement.

Smart contracts Legal clauses embedded as code; 
instant activation of consequences and 
outcomes; personalized legal systems.

Fluid legal 
contracts

Flexible and real-time legal contracts, 
constantly adapting to new data, stats 
and insights (e.g., current SCRUM 
contracts but more advanced).

Dangerous 
regulatory 
structures

As technology outpaces our ability to 
regulate, regulatory agencies become 
irrelevant; even worse, they become 
neo-Luddites.
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Regulation as 
an economic 
development 
mechanism

Huge advantages will be conferred 
on those countries or regions that 
drive the future of regulatory systems. 
For example, if a small country fully 
legalized robotic cars, a great deal of 
R&D would be transferred there. ExOs 
will lobby their governments heavily for 
competitive regulatory environments.

Regulatory 
capture

Big organizations with deep pockets 
will increasingly resort to lobbying for 
favorable legal environments to create 
walls around their domains. Although 
lobbying is the prevalent escape route 
for large organizations today, it is not a 
sustainable strategy.

Due to emerging exponential technologies, it’s become 
increasingly clear that intellectual property, privacy and property 
laws, and contractual mechanisms will be transformed in the 
coming years. It will be interesting to watch how regulatory 
frameworks keep pace. We expect any region or country 
(e.g., China, particularly its free zones) that adopts a forward-
thinking regulatory environment will offer ExOs a major 
competitive edge.

chro – chieF human  
reSourceS oFFicer
The accelerating pace of  exponential technologies will not spare 
the HR world either. Developments in biotechnology (employee 
DNA profiles), neurotechnology (employee neuroprofiles), 
sensors and Big Data (the quantified employee) will provide 
unprecedented insights into the workforce. We also see a 
shift in recruitment techniques, collaboration and employee 
development as these all become increasingly digitized.

This is all likely to result in some unexpected, and 
surprising, changes in both recruiting and team leadership. For 
example, Google recently demonstrated that its best employees 
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were not Ivy League students, but rather young people who 
had experienced a big loss in their lives and had been able to 
transform that experience into growth. According to Google, 
deep personal loss has resulted in employees who are more 
humble and open to listening and learning. Finally, Rate of  
Learning will become a mainstream measure to gauge the 
progress of  an individual, team or even a startup.

Key opportunities implications and actions

Digital job 
interviews and 
meetings

Job interviews and collaboration 
leveraging video (Skype), telepresence 
(Double Robotics) or virtual reality 
(Oculus Rift or High Fidelity) for 
virtual meetings, as well as testing to 
enable the growing global Staff on 
Demand workforce. Social networking 
skills will increase in importance, as 
will internships and a focus on real life 
skills testing.

Hire employees 
who ask the right 
questions

We’re moving into a world of open 
data, open APIs and even open source 
(deep learning) algorithms. If all that 
is free, what is unique? Machines (AI) 
are great for providing answers, but 
humans are better at asking the right 
questions. HR policies will focus on 
people who can ask them and cultivate 
an environment where questions, 
perspectives, art and culture are more 
deeply respected.

Hire based on 
potential, not just 
on track record 
and/or resume

Due to accelerated change, work 
experience will prove much less 
important. A prospect’s potential is 
more important than IQ, features or 
competencies. Potential is tracked 
by intrinsic motivation, purpose 
(match with MTP), engagement, 
determination, curiosity, insight and 
risk literacy (statistics). It is also about 
(un)learning and adaptability. Over 
time, these tools can also be applied 
to Staff on Demand (e.g., Tongal) and 
Community & Crowd.
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DNA/neuro 
recruitment and 
team formation

Recruitment and team formations 
based on DNA profiling (suitability for 
the job based on particular hormones, 
neurotransmitters and health risks) 
and neuro profiling (right attitude, 
emotions, focus, truth-telling, passion, 
avoiding cognitive bias). AIs will 
recommend which people should 
work together and how to form teams 
for different tasks.

Peer learning and 
coaching

Programming software schools such 
as MIT and France’s Ecole 42 have 
no faculty, relying instead on peer 
learning; such institutions are highly 
cost-effective. HR will copy these 
models for better knowledge-creation 
and skills-transfer between employees.

P2P reputation 
systems

Internal and external reputation 
measured by communities (Mode, 
GitHub, LoveMachine, Klout, LinkedIn, 
etc.).

Personal 
development 
dashboards and 
MTP alignment

Dashboard with data analytics, serious 
gaming and predictive insights into 
the development of the workforce, 
such as the OKRs, serendipity or 
learning KPIs, performance reviews, 
P2P reputation systems, MOOCs, 
etc. Big Data leveraged to identify 
anomalies, including outlier ratings 
by colleagues. Gamification leveraged 
for Engagement and alignment 
with the corporate MTP will be  
measured/tracked.

Quantified 
Employee/teams

Employee and team health monitoring 
provides actionable insights 
based on body health (fatigue, 
concentration, movement, rest and 
relaxation), thus helping to avoid 
mistakes, stress, productivity loss and 
burnout. Employee DNA, biome and 
biomarkers used to minimize health 
risks, resistance to flu, etc.
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Neuroenhance-
ment

Neurotechnology used to improve 
mood, employee capabilities 
(accelerated learning, focus, reading, 
sleep, mental state, avoiding cognitive 
bias) and help combat social phobias 
(nervousness and fear of contact 
or connection). Tools and services 
that help with the mental well-being 
of employees, such as Happify and 
ThriveOn. Combined with sensors, 
these tools teach wellness, resilience 
and other core life skills; they also 
measure their impact.

Virtual Reality (VR), currently in limited use with Oculus 
Rift and Google Glass, and slated for future initiatives such as 
High Fidelity, will not only profoundly affect recruitment and 
collaboration, but will also have the potential to disrupt work as we 
know it today. Think about leveraging VR for Experimentation, 
inviting customers to test your products virtually even before 
a prototype is created with a 3D printer. We are also entering 
an age in which HR will be critical in effectively managing not 
only core FTEs, but also the larger Staff  on Demand (as well as 
crowdsourced inputs), which will now operate on a global scale. 
Managing the ExO attributes Interfaces and Staff  on Demand 
will be key new requirements for the HR function.

the world’S moSt  
imPortant JoB
It should also be clear by this point that when it comes to 
large organizations, major transformation is in store for senior 
management roles worldwide. There is no question that given the 
multiple transformational technologies converging at numerous 
intersection points, existing corporate executives will experience 
extreme stress. And as we’ve said, nowhere will this impact be 
more deeply felt than in the office of  the CEO. Indeed, it is 
very likely that a decade from now, the job of  the CEO will 
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epilogue 
a nEw Cambrian Explosion

Two key questions we asked ourselves at the beginning of  this 
journey were: Are ExOs for real? And if  so, will they last?

Put another way, is the ExO paradigm sustainable or is it 
just a flash in the pan?

The following table shows the market cap of  some top 
ExOs from when we first started writing this book. We’re 
confident it answers the above questions loud and clear.

age 
(years)

2011  
valuation

2014 
valuation increase

haier 30 $19 billion $60 billion 3x

valve 18 $1.5 billion $4.5 billion 3x

Google 17 $150 billion $400 billion 2.5x

uber 7 $2 billion $17 billion 8.5x

airbnb 6 $2 billion $10 billion 5x

Github 6 $500 million 
(est.) $7 billion 14x

waze 6 $25 million $1 billion 
(in 2013) 50x

Quirky 5 $50 million $2 billion 40x

Snapchat 3 0 $10 billion 10,000x +

What a difference thirty-six months make—more 
importantly, this kind of  multiple would never show up in 
any five year strategic plan. Remember our Iridium moment. 
Although its is a relatively new paradigm that is evolving 
quickly, there is no question in our minds that ExOs are here 




